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Multiple Choice Quiz: Women during War  

1. What are primary sources?  
a. They are from the time period involved and have not been filtered through 

interpretation or evaluation.  

b. Accounts written after the fact with the benefit of hindsight. 
c. They summarize and consolidate the source materials into an overview 
d. All of the above 

2. What are secondary sources? 
a. They are from the time period involved and have not been filtered through 

interpretation or evaluation.  

b. Accounts written after the fact with the benefit of hindsight. 
c. They summarize and consolidate the source materials into an overview 
d. All of the above 

3. Which of the following is NOT a primary source?  
a. Diary of Ann Frank 
b. Roots the novel  
c. Mona Lisa 
d. Facebook  

4. Which of the following is NOT a secondary source? 
a. Twitter 
b. Civil War textbook 
c. Encyclopedia  
d. Biography of Malcolm X  

5. What was the Sanitary Fair?  
a. A place where soldiers coming back from battle could relax, eat, and find 

comfortable beds 
b. A fundraising bazaar where women came together to raise money for the United 

States Sanitary Commission during the Civil War 
c. A fundraising bazaar where women came together to raise money for the United 

States Sanitary Commission during World War I 
d. An event during the Civil War when people gathered together to do laundry  

6.  What is a Liberty Loan?  
a. A loan from the U.S. federal government so people could buy homes after World War 

I 
b. A bond that was sold to civilians in order to support the Allied war effort during 

World War II 
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c. A bond that was sold to civilians in order to support the Allied war effort during 
World War I 

d. None of the above 
7. Who supplied the most nurses during World War I?  

a. The U.S. Army 
b. They U.S. Navy 
c. The Red Cross 
d. Hobbits  

8. During World War I women were allowed to enlist in… 
a. The U. S Army 
b. U.S. Air force  
c.  The Nights Watch 
d. The U.S. Navy  

9. What is a yeoman?  
a. A noncombat position in the U.S. Navy   
b. A person who worked for the Women’s Land Army 
c. A female welder  
d. A female soldier during the Civil War  

10. What jobs did women who worked and volunteered for the U.S. Army Field Hospitals do? 
a. Cooking 
b.  Washing floors and cloths 
c.  General care for soldiers 
d. All the above 
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Answers to Quiz 

1. A 
2. B 
3. B 
4. A 
5. B 
6. C 
7. C 
8. D 
9. A 
10. D 


